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Background: Almost half of patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) also have clinically 

meaningful levels of anxiety. Anxious depression is a distinct clinical subtype of MDD, which 

has poor response to pharmacotherapy; however, the neural mechanisms behind are largely 

unknown. In the present study, we explored the white matter (WM) integrity traits of anxious 

depression in first-episode and medication-free (medication-naïve and medication washout) 

Chinese young adult patients by detecting differences in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) with 

the tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) method.

Subjects and methods: DTI was obtained from 39 first-episode, medication-free anxious 

depressive patients, 45 nonanxious depressive patients, and 50 demographically similar 

healthy controls. All subjects underwent clinical assessments. TBSS was carried out to inves-

tigate the difference in WM integrity among three groups within DTI parameter maps. WM 

integrity was measured using fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity, axial diffusivity, 

and radial diffusivity (RD). The correlations between WM integrity and clinical features were 

also computed.

Results: When compared with nonanxious patients, lower FA values in anxious depressive 

patients were found in multiple regions of the brain, mainly involving left uncinate fasciculus 

(UF), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), and forceps major and minor. Higher RD in forceps 

major and minor and SLF were also detected. The decreased FA values and increased RD values 

correlated with both anxiety level and depression level in the pooled depressive group.

Conclusion: The anxious depressive patients had more abnormalities in WM integrity at 

the early phase than the nonanxious group. Alternations in WM integrity in fiber pathways, 

including SLF, UF, and forceps major and minor, may play a critical role in the neuropathology 

of anxious depression and might help to identify anxious MDD from nonanxious MDD. Further 

study with larger sample size, larger age range, and longitudinal design is needed to confer a 

robust inference to better understand the dynamic neurological change and neuropathology of 

WM integrity in anxious MDD.

Keywords: diffusion tensor imaging, anxious depression, tract-based spatial statistics, micro-

structure of whiter matter

Introduction
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a heterogeneous condition rather than a unitary 

disease. Various subtypes with different clinical features have been proposed.1,2 Within 

all the clinical subtypes, anxious depression is common and clinically relevant. It has 
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been estimated that up to 40%–50% of MDD patients of 

mixed-age suffered from anxiety.3–5 Clinically, anxious 

depressive patients have a unique course of illness charac-

terized by more severe depressive symptoms and greater 

severity of functional impairment.6–9

Although evidence exists that anxious depression is a 

clinically distinct diagnosis, the neurophysiological mecha-

nism associated is largely unknown. Given the dysfunction 

of white matter (WM) fiber pathways may be one of the 

most important pathogenesis involved in anxious depressive 

patients. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), one of the most 

widely used noninvasive methods to detect the WM integ-

rity in vivo, might help us better to explore the underlying 

biology of this “disconnection syndrome” and improve the 

consensus in diagnosis and treatment.10–13

As a highly sensitive but nonspecific summary mea-

sure of WM microstructure derived from DTI, fractional 

anisotropy (FA) is a measure of anisotropic water diffusion 

that reflects the degree of directionality of cellular struc-

tures within the fiber tracts.14–16 Mean diffusivity (MD), 

radial diffusivity (RD), and axial diffusivity (AD) are 

additional measures that may reflect edema, myelination, 

and axonal injury, respectively.17,18

Within the main analysis techniques, region of interest 

(ROI) analysis and voxel-based morphometry have obvious 

shortcomings, while tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), as 

an automated voxel-based method, could make the DTI data 

analysis more sensitive, objective, and interpretable.19

Previous studies using whole-brain analysis suggested 

that there are widespread WM abnormalities in MDD and its 

subtypes, including the frontal gyrus,20–22 right thalamus,23,24 

uncinate fasciculus (UF),25 corpus callosum (CC),26,27 right 

parietal lobe,21,22 superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF),28–30 

and cerebellum.21,23,24

However, these results are inconsistent, with studies find-

ing alternations25 and also studies finding no differences,31 

probably owing to the heterogeneity of subjects (such as dif-

ferences in age, medication, illness duration, and the clarifica-

tion of clinical subtypes) and methodological differences in 

the previous studies; it is unclear about which neuroimaging 

changes observed in the literatures are specifically related to 

subtype MDD and which are related to MDD in general.

Therefore, information such as the age of the sample, 

medication details, and duration of illness requires qualifica-

tion and clarification.

To date, the majority of DTI studies in MDD have 

focused on late-life or mixed age patients.32–36 Younger 

adulthood was a risk period for the emergence of depression 

and could be more severely impacted.34 Moreover, myelina-

tion and WM volume were reported to change with age. 

Decreased FA values and increased MD and RD values are 

commonly detected in normal aging.37,38 Besides, the onset 

age of anxious symptoms and anxiety disorders is ranging 

from adolescence to young adulthood. As we focus on 

anxious subtype of depression, it is important to focus on 

the younger adults.39

The impact of antidepressants on WM is not well char-

acterized. Owing to inclusion of medicated patients in the 

studies, it is difficult to conclude whether these reported 

alterations are associated with MDD or confounded by 

medication effects.11,40–42

Since chronic or long duration illness may lead to more 

severe neuroimaging change,43 progressive WM loss could 

happen during the duration of illness.44 First-episode patients 

with short duration of illness may help us to better understand 

what happens at the early stage of illness.

In the present study, focusing on the anxious subtype 

of MDD, we measured WM integrity in first-episode, 

medication-free young adults with anxious and nonanxious 

depressions as well as matched healthy controls using 

TBSS methods. We chose to use the dimensional way 

to assess anxious depression, which is more clinically 

feasible.38,45

We hypothesized that, compared to healthy controls and 

the nonanxious depressive ones, anxious depression would 

show lower FA (together with alternations in other DTI 

measures) in the WM fiber bundle, which means more severe 

impairment in WM, causing dysfunction in the fiber pathways 

related to emotional and cognitive regulations, and that this 

change may be correlated with clinical features.

Subjects and methods
Subjects
The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee 

of Mental Health Center, School of Medicine, Shanghai Jiao 

Tong University. All subjects included in our study were 

provided written informed consent according to the Dec-

laration of Helsinki. All subjects were Mandarin-speaking 

Han Chinese, aged between 20 and 40 years, right handed 

(determined by the Edinburgh Inventory of handedness), and 

with an education .9 years. The clinical trial number for this 

study is NCT03219008.

Patients were recruited at the out-patient clinic of Shanghai 

Mental Health Center (SMHC) from 2013 to 2016, who met 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th 

edition, text revision (DSM-IV-TR) major depressive disorder 

www.dovepress.com
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criterion. All were first-episode, medication-free depressive 

patients who were enrolled in our study within 2 days after 

the definite diagnosis.

Healthy controls were recruited from the community via 

poster advertisements. All matched with patients in age, gender, 

and education level. All passed our screening and had no history 

of psychosis or debilitating general medical disorders.

Clinical interview
Current MDD attack was ascertained by the use of a struc-

tured clinical interview (Mini International Neuropsychiatric 

Interview [MINI]) according to the DSM-IV-TR criteria to 

exclude subjects with other major current and past psychiatric 

Axis I comorbidity and Axis II comorbidity (personality 

disorders or mental retardation), which may influence the 

current mental status of the patients. Other exclusion criteria 

involved any psychotropic drug used within 4 weeks, alcohol 

or substance abuse/dependence within 6 months, contradic-

tion of MRI (eg, metallic implants), medical conditions that 

would contribute to psychiatric symptoms, history of head 

trauma, a history of neurological illness, the item 3 score of 

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAMD)-17 $3 (risk 

of suicide), and electroconvulsive therapy within 6 months 

before the present investigation. Exclusion criteria were the 

same for the healthy controls as in the patient groups.

All patients eligible for our study were given clinical 

assessment in which the demographic information was col-

lected and clinical traits were assessed with the HAMD-17 

and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety (HAMA).

anxious and nonanxious depressions
Based on their scores on the HAMD at index assessment, 

subjects were divided into anxious and nonanxious groups. 

Anxious depression was defined as MDD with high levels 

of anxiety symptoms, as reflected in a HAMD-17 anxiety/

somatization factor score of $7, which was used in our 

previous study45 and other studies.5,46,47 The anxiety/somatiza-

tion factor of the HAMD-17 includes the following six items: 

psychic anxiety, somatic anxiety, gastrointestinal somatic 

symptoms, general somatic symptoms, hypochondriasis, 

and insight.48

image acquisition
Subjects were scanned after recruiting in this research and 

finishing the clinical assessment. Imaging data were collected 

on a 3.0T Siemens Verio MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany) 

at SMHC. A standard head coil with foam padding was 

used to restrict head motions. DTI was performed using a 

spin-echo single shot echo-planar pulse sequence (EPI) with 

a total of 20 different diffusion directions. Other parameters 

include repetition time (TR) 10,200 ms, echo time (TE) 

90 ms, matrix 128×128, field of view (FOV) 256×256 mm, 

the number of excitations (NEX) 1, and slice thickness 

2 mm. Images were inspected for movement artifacts and 

the homogeneity of image intensity immediately after scans 

and repeated if necessary.

Data analysis
image processing
Diffusion-weighted images were preprocessed with func-

tional MR imaging of the brain (FMRIB) Software Library 

(FSL) (http://www.fmrib.ox.au.uk/fsl). Following the TBSS 

guideline,19 we normalized individual FA volumes of the 

three groups to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 

space via affine registration. A mean FA image was created 

by averaging all the registered FA images, and from the mean 

FA image, the FA skeleton which represents the center of 

all WM tracts was created. Then, the FA threshold (.0.2) 

was set on the skeleton to exclude the peripheral brain areas, 

including WM voxels only. All the registered FA images 

were further projected onto the skeleton, resulting in a 4D 

file of all skeletonized images from the individual subject. 

Then, we generated the AD, RD, and MD data by applying 

the FA nonlinear registration to the individual parametric 

maps and projecting them onto the skeleton. All DTI data 

were analyzed with protocols provided by TBSS.49

Statistical analysis
For the demographic and clinical features, one-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and two-sample t-tests or chi-square 

test were performed to reveal group differences among the 

anxious depressive patients, nonanxious depressive patients, 

and healthy controls by SPSS Version 19.0.

ANOVA was performed to explore the FA, MD, RD, and 

AD differences among the three groups using the statistical 

analysis panel randomize v2.1 implemented in the FSL4.1.

Nonparametric permutation-based tests with 5,000 per-

mutations and threshold-free cluster enhancement were used 

in the final statistical model. The findings were considered 

significant at a height threshold of P,0.05 (family-wise 

error corrected) adjusted for multiple comparisons by using 

the null distribution of the maximal voxel-wise test statistic, 

with age, gender, and education level as covariates. The Johns 

Hopkins University White-Matter Atlas was used to localize 

WM tracts with significant group differences.19
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Post hoc analysis was performed if there were group 

differences in the DTI measures. Two sample t-tests were 

performed then, separately for every two groups, with special 

interest to the comparison between anxious depressive 

patients and nonanxious depressive patients. Furthermore, 

Cohen’s d was used to investigate the effect sizes.

Associations of WM alterations with clinical symptoms 

were further explored. Since there is conceptual and psy-

chometric overlap, the HAMD total scores and HAMA total 

scores are highly correlated (r=0.80, P,0.001),50 we only 

ran the correlation between DTI measures and HAMA total 

scores, and the correlation between DTI measures and the 

HAMD-17 total scores was not run separately. Instead, we 

ran the correlation between DTI measures and the adjusted 

HAMD-17 scores, with anxiety/somatization factor (which 

we used to define the anxious or nonanxious subtype MDD45) 

excluded.

To investigate the relationship between the WM altera-

tions with significant group differences and the HAMA total 

scores and adjusted HMAD-17 scores, Pearson correlation 

analyses were performed on the pooled depression patients, 

including anxious depressive patients and nonanxious depres-

sive patients.

Results
Demographic and clinical features
Details on the demographic and clinical data are shown 

in Table 1.

As expected, there was no statistical significance observed 

for age, gender ratio, or years of education among the three 

groups. Illness durations were not significantly different 

between patient groups. Compared with the nonanxious 

patients, HAMD-17 and HAMA scores in the anxious 

group were significantly higher. Anxious subtype patients 

were more severely depressed even after adjustment for the 

severity of depression.

Diffusion parameters among groups
Group differences in diffusivity indices are shown in Table 1. 

There are significant differences in the FA and RD values, 

but no significant differences were found in the AD or MD 

values.

Figure 1 shows differences in FA and RD values between 

the two patient groups. Decreased FA was distributed over 

brain regions including forceps major and minor, left SLF, 

and left UF. RD values were significantly increased in brain 

regions including left SLF, left UF, forceps major, and 

forceps minor.

Table 2 shows the results that compared with nonanxious 

depressive patients, the anxious depressive patients displayed 

decreased FA in cluster-1, -2, and -3. As in the RD maps, the 

nonanxious depressive patients had significantly decreased RD 

values in cluster-1. The involving WM fiber tracts included 

left UF, left SLF, and bilateral forceps major and minor.

No increases in FA values or decreased RD values were 

detected in patients compared with healthy controls. We also 

did not find any brain cluster with higher FA or lower RD in 

anxious MDD compared with nonanxious MDD.

Symptoms severity and DTi correlations
Mean FA and RD values were extracted from certain brain 

clusters with significant group differences in FA parameter 

maps. As shown in Figure 2, in the pooled depression group, 

the HAMA total scores correlated negatively with both 

Table 1 Demographics, clinical features, and DTI indices

Measure (mean ± SD) Anxious 
depression 
(n=39)

Nonanxious 
depression 
(n=45)

Healthy 
controls 
(n=50)

Value P-value

age (years) 26.35±6.31 27.27±5.88 27.55±5.50 0.634 0.852*
education (years) 15.84±3.12 15.21±3.29 15.52±3.23 0.413 0.664*
Gender (male/female) 16/23 18/27 21/29 3.347 0.181**
Duration of illness (months) 12.43±8.19 11.43±8.36 – 2.517 0.121***
HaMD 23.44±5.47 18.63±4.36 – 10.537 0.000***
adjusted HaMDa 15.31±5.12 13.50±4.05 – 3.131 0.028***
HaMa 21.80±6.32 12.45±5.04 – 13.48 0.000***
Fa (mm2/s) 0.528±0.013 0.659±0.017 0.755±0.019 5.675 0.004*
MD (10−4 mm2/s) 8.581±0.217 8.743±0.231 8.622±0.224 1.012 0.365
rD (10−4 mm2/s) 6.232±0.233 5.751±0.265 5.244±0.262 5.041 0.010*
aD (10−3 mm2/s) 1.121±0.022 1.123±0.020 1.128±0.023 0.375 0.708

Notes: *P-values for one-way ANOVA. **P-values for chi-square test. ***P-values for two-sample t-tests. aAnxiety/somatization factor excluded.
Abbreviations: AD, axial diffusivity; ANOVA, analysis of variance; DTI, Diffusion Tensor Imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; HAMA, Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety; 
HAMD, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity.
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the mean FA values in cluster-1 and -3 and also correlated 

positively with RD values in cluster-1. And the adjusted 

HAMD-17 scores showed similar trends in the correlation 

with the DTI indices, with FA values negatively correlated 

and RD values positively correlated.

Discussion
Our previous study found that anxious depression is associ-

ated with poorer outcomes and suggested applying dimen-

sional assessment of co-occurring anxious features of MDD 

patients, which is feasible for clinical practice in China; 

then, the clinical classification of anxiety-type depression 

can achieve better stability and reliability.45

So, we used the dimensional assessment of anxious 

depression in this study to define the anxious subtype of 

MDD. The HAMD-17 total scores in the anxious group 

were significantly higher, which is consistent with our pre-

vious study45 and other studies.6–9 Even when excluding the 

anxiety/somatization factor scores, HAMD total scores were 

still significantly higher, indicating that the baseline severity 

of depression in anxious depression is much greater, which 

means much more challenge in treatment.

Because only the first-episode, medication-free, young 

anxious or nonanxious MDD patients were included, this is 

one of the first studies exploring the whole-brain WM neuro-

biological changes in anxious depression with a TBSS-based 

Figure 1 TBSS analysis of FA and RD volumes revealed lower FA values (in red-yellow) and higher RD values (in yellow) in anxious MDD group when compared with the 
nonanxious group.
Notes: Results are overlaid on axial slices from the MNI standard brain at a permutation-based threshold of P,0.05 (FWe corrected). The background images are 
T1-weighted MNI template brains denoted with MNI coordinates. No regions of increased FA or decreased RD were found in the groups.
Abbreviations: FA, fractional anisotropy; FWE, family-wise error; MDD, major depressive disorder; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; RD, radial diffusivity; TBSS, 
tract-based spatial statistics.

Table 2 Locations of significant (P,0.05, FWE corrected) group differences between anxious and nonanxious depressions in FA 
and rD

Anxious vs 
nonanxious 

Cluster 
index

Cluster 
voxels

MNI 
coordinates 
of peak side 
voxel

Mean FA or RD 
(post hoc)

Cohen’s d Side Anatomical regions

x y z Anxious 
(n=39)

Nonanxious 
(n=45)

Fa 3 3,457 −23 −31 34 0.58 0.65 1.35 Bilateral
Left

Forceps minor
Superior longitudinal fasciculus, Unicinate 
fasciculus

2 578 31 −60 13 0.57 0.63 1.78 Bilateral
Left

Forceps major
Superior longitudinal fasciculus

1 102 −33 −51 27 0.47 0.54 0.89 Left Superior longitudinal fasciculus
rD 1 12,541 −29 −3 22 5.78 5.25 0.83 Bilateral

Left
Forceps major, forceps minor
Superior longitudinal fasciculus

Notes: Anxious: anxious depression group; nonanxious: nonanxious depression group. The units of RD was 10−4 mm2/s.
Abbreviations: FA, fractional anisotropy; FWE, family-wise error; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; RD, radical diffusivity.
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analysis in such subgroup of patients. Our study could reveal 

the true nature of anxious subtype MDD and have implica-

tions different from other studies which, enrolled mixed-

aged, medicated or chronic patents.

The main finding of our study are that when compared 

with the nonanxious subgroup, the FA values of the anxious 

MDD group had significantly decreased distributed in the 

projection fibers such as left superior left UF, longitudinal 

fasciculus (SLF), and bilateral forceps major, the RD values 

differed significantly in left SLF and forceps major and 

minor between the two subtype MDD groups, and FA and 

RD values of pooled depressive groups were correlated with 

both anxiety levels and the adjusted depression levels.

The findings supported our hypothesis that the WM lesions 

mainly located in the fiber pathways related to emotional and 

cognitive regulation in the anxious depression patients com-

pared to the nonanxious depression subjects, and the effects 

of higher anxiety level together with higher depression level 

would lead to more severe deficits in the WM. WM health 

would be compromised in both anxiety and depression, so, 

anxious depression could present compounded alternations.

Our results highlighted mainly four WM fiber tracts as 

follows:

The UF links the limbic structures, connecting the hip-

pocampus and amygdala to the prefrontal regions. It is 

traditionally considered to be part of the limbic system. 

Although the function is not fully known, it might play a 

role in reward-based learning, negative emotional-cognitive 

processing bias, declarative memory, and auto noetic self-

awareness in psychopathological mechanisms, including that 

of MDD.51–53 Li et al54 used positron emission tomography 

scans in investigating the impaired function of prefrontal 

cortex and found that pronounced hypofrontality, with the 

associated attentional deficits, plays a key role in the neuro-

pathology of medication resistant depression.

The UF has the longest period of development. It is 

among the major white fiber tracks that continue to develop 

beyond the age of 30 years. Eluvathingal et al55 reported that 

the UF shows lower FA values in socioemotionally deprived 

children with cognitive, socioemotional, and behavioral 

difficulties. The age of our subjects is ranging from 20 to 

40 years, within the development period of UF, which means 

that the subjects would be more vulnerable to psychopatho-

logical impairment. That maybe one of the explanations of 

the significant impairment in WM of the patients we enrolled, 

including the anxious depressive patients.

Abnormalities in the UF fiber bundles associate with 

social anxiety56 and depression that had previously been 

present in adolescence or early adulthood.57 It also associ-

ates with cognition functions such as general intelligence, 

verbal and visual memory, and executive performance.58 

Studies on the WM of anxiety disorders more consistently 

Figure 2 Correlation of FA and RD values with clinical features in pooled depression group.
Notes: (A) Mean FA values in cluster-1 and HAMA total scores (r=−0.563, P,0.001). (B) Mean FA values in cluster-3 and HAMA total scores (r=−0.497, P,0.001). (C) Mean 
RD values in cluster-1 and HAMA total scores (r=0.429, P,0.001). (D) Mean FA values in cluster-1 and adjusted HAMD-17 scores (r=−0.446, P,0.001). (E) Mean Fa values 
in cluster-3 and adjusted HAMD-17 scores (r=−0.439, P,0.001). (F) Mean RD values in cluster-1 and adjusted HAMD-17 scores (r=0.355, P,0.001).
Abbreviations: FA, fractional anisotropy; HAMA, Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety; HAMD, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; RD, radial diffusivity.
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found decreased FA values in UF, while among the literature 

of depression studies, some found decreased FA values in 

UF, and some found no differences.25,31 Because our study 

focused on anxious depression patients, those who suffered 

from both anxiety and depression, it could be more possible 

to find the alterations in DTI measures. A possible explana-

tion of the role of UF in depression might be that smaller 

hippocampus associated with depression might affect the 

connecting fibers, and uncinated structural alternation that 

associated with socio-economic deprivation might also play 

a critical role in the pathogenesis of depression together 

with the other impaired functions of UF in cognition such 

as executive performance.

Our study identified significantly decreased FA in the left 

SLF when compared the anxious group with the nonanxious 

group, which partially replicated the results of several previ-

ous studies. Cole et al59 reported extensive WM impairment 

in SLF of MDD patients. Dalby et al60 found that lower FA 

values were associated with more severe depressive symp-

toms. Murphy and Frodl41 ascertained in a meta-analysis that 

impaired WM integrity of the SLF may be a stable biomarker 

in the pathophysiology of MDD.

SLF is involved in cognitive and emotional func-

tions. Better sensitivity, sustained ability of attention, and 

better working memory performance were correlated with 

increased FA values in the SLF. Some even proposed that 

FA values of the left SLF combined with a visual evalua-

tion of the anterior thalamic radiation might be helpful in 

depression diagnosis.61 Longer duration of illness, more 

severity, and longer duration of untreated period might 

be associated with more WM impairment in SLF of MDD 

patients.21,29,62 Our finding on alternated WM integrity in the 

SLF might suggest that anxious MDD patients might have 

more significant impairments in the SLF than in nonanxious 

patients, which might lead to more impaired cognitive and 

emotional functions, corresponding to more severe symp-

toms. The impaired FA of SLF also corresponds to the 

“cortico-limbic-striato-pallido-thalamic” circuit hypothesis 

of MDD.63

Besides UF and SLF, we found that patients with anxious 

MDD had lower FA and higher RD in the forceps minor 

and major of the CC. The CC is the largest WM, playing a 

critical role in the communication between the two cerebral 

hemispheres, integrating high-level cognitions. The forceps 

minor is constituted by the lateral expansion of fibers of 

the genu of the CC, which interconnect the dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortices (DLPFC)64 that include portions of the 

middle and superior frontal gyri. The role of the DLPFC and 

its connections in the pathogenesis of depression have been 

described by several previous studies.65,66 DLPFC is also 

known to be involved in attention, executive functions, and 

internally guided behavior during goal-oriented and working 

memory tasks.67

The forceps major, also known as the posterior forceps, is 

a fiber bundle, which connects the occipital lobes and crosses 

the midline via the splenium of the CC. WM alternation in 

forceps major of MDD was found in many studies. Shen 

et al68 reported that in forceps major, decreased FA was 

also found in overall MDD patients compared with healthy 

controls, but no specific change in FA in recurrent MDD 

was observed.

We also found increased RD, which is associated with 

myelin damage, helps to interpret FA changes in patients 

with anxious depression.

We observed that FA and RD values of pooled depres-

sive groups were correlated with anxiety levels and adjusted 

depression levels in certain brain clusters, including brain 

regions such as forceps major, SLF, and UF. Several 

previous studies also examined the relationship between the 

neuroimaging parameters and MDD clinical features. Liu 

et al40 reported that increased fractional amplitude of low-

frequency fluctuation values in the ventral anterior cingulate 

cortex (ACC) were associated with the severity of anxiety 

of both anxious depression and remitted depression, propos-

ing that increased resting state activity in the ventral ACC 

might also be a neuroimaging marker of anxious depression. 

There are limited available studies on WM microstructure 

in subtype of depression. Modi et al69 reported a positive 

relation between trait anxiety levels of subjects and the FA 

of fornix and left UF, which is partially consistent with our 

findings. Focusing on anxious depression, Delaparte et al70 

used ROI and tractography methods to calculate volumes 

and FA in the amygdala and UF and found no significant 

differences compared to nonanxious depression and no 

significant associations between WM FA and depression 

severity, this maybe a result of differing diagnostic criteria 

and different methodology of the imaging analysis, for 

example, they defined anxious depression in a co-morbid 

diagnosis, and using a different analysis technique: ROI, 

which is less sensitive.

No higher FA or lower RD was found in anxious MDD 

subjects compared with nonanxious MDD ones. The prob-

able explanation is the distinct clinical features of the two 

groups of patients (significantly different levels of HAMD 

and HAMA scores, as shown in Table 1). With more severity 

both in anxiety and depression, anxious MDD might suffer 
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more WM impairment, which turned out to be lower FA 

and higher RD.

Overall, our findings suggest that impairment in WM 

microstructure in anxious patients is more severe than the 

nonanxious patients. The impairment could be detected at 

the early stage of the disorder and is associated with the 

clinical features.

limitation
Further investigation with a larger sample size and longitu-

dinal studies are required to better understand the neuropa-

thology of WM integrity in anxious MDD. Since only young 

adult subjects were included, we could not directly explore 

age-related changes in DTI parameters, and a larger age range 

is required to investigate dynamic changes of WM integrity. 

To be biological markers of medication treatment, our find-

ings still need to be further validated in future studies.

Conclusion
From the findings of our study, it can be concluded that sig-

nificant heterogeneity in alterations in WM micro-integrity, 

major in projection fibers such as SLF and UF might be 

helpful to identify the subtype of MDD at the early phase 

of the disorder, and possible biomarkers for young adult 

patients with anxious MDD, which is defined by clinical 

characteristics so far.
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